
Disclaimer: 

This installation guide can be used for all types of guitar pickup configurations, such 
as SSS, HSS, HH and HSH, the installation is very simple and easy, just replace the 
neck pickup and follow the wiring diagram that have been sequenced, no need to 
change the default guitar cable. 

Notes: 

The sustainer setting must be condition (ON) then set the of the sustainer driver 
distance to guitar strings as needed.  

In order for the sustainer to be at its maximum performance point we don't 
recommend low quality strings, low quality guitar strings don't contain a lot of 
significant material for the magnetic pull of the pickups to the strings, use new guitar 
strings to make sure all the notes work properly. 

The impedance of the bridge pickup greatly affects the strength of the sustainer 
driver's electro-magnetic waves to the strings, the greater the impedance of the 
bridge pickup, the stronger the sustainer performance. 

To use an active bridge pickup use separate batteries, (recommended) one battery 
capacity is only for sustainer, is not good if used together with other. (optional) 

Everything has through a quality test process to ensure the sustainer functions 
properly, if you need help, please contact us soon. 
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INSTALLATION GUIDE
Input (and bridge PU)
Harm. Mode = +4v dc

+4 volts dc
Signal ground

Drive (25K pot)
Ground = zero drive

Neck/middle PU signal
Pickup switch “common”

+9 volt battery
Driver return
Driver output
Power ground
Battery enable
Neck PU preamp IN
Neck PU sound
Neck PU boost
Neck PU preamp OUT
Turn-on = ground

Harm. Mode gain trimpot
(affects H. Mode only)

ORN WIRE (8-PIN):
Produces HARMONIC MODE when connected directly to +4 volts dc (BLACK 10-PIN).

ELECTRONIC PICKUP SWITCH, 8-PIN CONNECTOR: 
RED wire connects to BLACK wire when sustainer OFF. 
RED wire connects to BROWN wire when sustainer ON.

TRIMPOTS

GAIN NECK PU VOLUME
Main gain trimpot.
(affects all modes)

Place this end dosest
to thepickup selector
switch.
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